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who is invading? 

what type of organism?

when was this species introduced?

where in Montana is this of concern? 

why are we concerned? 

how was this species introduced?  

make the booklet
Materials:

> basic white copy paper, 8 1/2″ x 11″, 
(one per student) 

> scissors

Step 1: Fold one piece of paper in half the 
hamburger way. Repeat two more times. 
Unfold the paper and make sure you have 
8 rectangles on the paper. 

Step 2: Fold the paper the hamburger way 
again, one time. Your paper will be 5 1/2″ x 
8 1/2″ with 4 rectangles showing.

Step 3: From the folded edge of the paper, 
cut down the middle along the fold line to 
the center of the paper.

Step 4: Open the paper flat.  Fold it one 
time the hot dog way.

Step 5: Hold each side with one hand and 
push towards the center until your fingers 
meet.  The center of the paper will push out 
creating 4 flaps.

Step 6: Press down, so pages line up into the 
booklet shape.  The finished booklet is 6 
pages (not including front and back 
covers).

Write first and last name on front 
center bottom of the booklet



Invasive Species

Front cover

an informational booklet

First Name Last Name

who 
who is invading? 

(add a picture 
or illustration)

1

 

what
what type of organism?

plant?

animal?

fungus?

parasite?

2



when
when was this 
species introduced?

3

how
how was this 
species 
introduced?  

where

where in Montana is 
this of concern?

 (include a map)

4

why
why are we 
concerned 
about this 
organism? 

5 6

include impact to 
environment/ecosystems 
as well as humans 
(health/economy)



Final Thoughts

prevention?

statistics?

warnings?

clever slogan?

Back cover

> Add color
> Use original artwork OR print/paste
> NO MARKERS 
> Pencil is best for rough draft work
> Booklet is due November 28 

extra details...
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